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marketing as an instrument of rural 
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3.  NTFP and rural development: territorial 
marketing 
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Background information coming 
from: 

•  STAR Tree project, a 7th FP EC-funded 
research project on NWFP. 
 WP 3 on Economy and marketing of NWFP 

•  http://star-tree.eu 
1. Background 

theories 
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•  Multifunctionality, income 
diversification, poverty 
alleviation, safety net 

•  Grassroots development 
•  Indigenous knowledge 
•  Land tenure reform 
•  Gender issue 
•  Micro-finance
•  … 

NTFP in 
developing 
countries 

NTFP&S in 
developed 
countries 

•  Marketing and collective actions 
in rural development; social 
marketing 

•  Public sector: property rights 
regulations; PPP 

•  PES  
•  Standard, certification & labelling 
•  … 

NTFP-related topics Typologies of NTFPs enterprises in DC 
Source: Koen Kusters and Brian Belcher. 2004. Forest products, 
livelihoods and conservation. Case studies of Non-Timber Forest 
products Systems. CIFOR 
There is an evidence that NTFPs development are not 
always creating welfare conditions. 3 cases: 
•  Coping: low integration into the cash economy: self-

consumption and subsistence use; poorest among the 
poor; personal use.  Often it brings to un-sustainability 

•  Diversified income strategy: a cash economy (products 
are sold), but with a limited contribution to HHs incomes 
(multiple incomes); hobby craft use. Often a safety net:  
important in hard times 

•  Specialized: harvester is an entrepreneur, specialized, 
full time; high degree of resource dependency; innovator, 
often looking for a domestication 

NTFP and livelihood strategies 

Source: Y.O.Adam, D.Pettenella, J.Pretzsch. 2013. Contribution of Non 
Timber Forest Products livelihood strategies to rural development in 
drylands of Sudan: potentials and failures. Agricultural Systems 

Many NTFP !" Many actors 
Many different strategies, 
some of them unsustainable, 
other bringing to non-forest related 
activities 

Homma’s economic model 

What happens when we commercialize wild 
products, taking into consideration the 
following assumptions: 
•  inelastic supply of forest wild products 
•  wild harvest rate tends to exceed 

regeneration rate 
•  domestication is possible (at some point in 

time) 
•  industrial substitute are possible 
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3 + 1 steps 

•  expansion 
•  stabilization and/or domestication 
•  decline 

•  expansion 
•  stabilization 
•  decline 

time 

Quantity or 
revenues 

This model can be improved 

time 

Land used 

Domestication on new land 
(i.e. substitution) 

Domestication on new land 
but keeping the land 
traditional used for NTFPs 
extraction (i.e. differentiation) 

Barriers to domestication 

•  Production costs (too expensive to farm 
NTFPs; lack of land or capitals for producing 
domesticated NTFPs)  

•  Quality factors: taste, colour, smell, taste, 
amount of some components, … 

•  Lack of technology (R&D investments) 
•  Legal protection (patents, marks of origin, …) 

Wild and domesticated products:  
not a dichotomous condition 

•  Wild production 

•  Production from 
semi-natural forest 

•  Semi-
domesticated* 

•  Domesticated 

Intensification 

Examples 

Shift to other land 

Management 

•  Mushrooms 

•  Chestnut orchard 

•  Butterfly farming 

•  Strawberry 
*: part of the production carried out outside the forest 
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2. NTFP typologies 

Marketing strategies for the 
Mediterranean region 
Are there any common driving factors, 
problems, solutions? 

It may be useful to refer to a distinctions 
among:  
•  mass products 
•  specialities 
•  complementary products and services 

2a. Mass products 

Mass products – mass markets 

•  production of large amounts of standardized 
products (scale economies) for a large number of 
consumers  

•  competitive factors: reducing production costs " 
relatively low prices 

•  capital intensivation, land and labour 
estensivation 

•  vertical integration 
•  high risks (market instability-biological risks)  
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Which marketing mix? 

-  Products: quality assurance, standardisation. 

-  Place: logistic (JiT), packaging 

-  Price: cost minimization 
-  Promotion 

-  Political power 

-  Public support/participation 

4 Ps 

+ 

2P 

Source: E. Jerome 
McCarthy, 1960  

Other examples 
•  Cork 

•  Berries 

•  Resins  

•  Gum arabic 

•  Dried wild mushrooms 

Wild mushrooms from China 
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Pine kernels (from China, Korea, Russia, USA, …) 

13.99 $/lb  
1 lb = 0.45 kg 
31 $/kg 
(consumers’ price in Italy: 100 !/kg) 

… from Nevada (USA) 

Mass products – mass markets 
•  production of large amounts of standardized 

products (scale economies) for a large number of 
consumers  

•  competitive factors: reducing production costs " 
relatively low prices 

•  capital intensivation, land and labour estensivation 
•  vertical integration 
•  high risks (market instability-biological risks)  
" in many Med rural areas this is not a winning 
strategy for promoting sustainable local development, 
added value, employment, multifunctionality  

Alternative strategies based on strengths 
and constraints of the Med region 
(“competitive advantages”) 
•  A long tradition of multifunctional forest management 

systems 
•  No much space for very extensive forest investments 
•  A high quality landscape 
•  A territory rich of culture, traditions, biodiversity  
•  Presence of highly educated young people (" 

entrepreneurial competences?) 
•  Good connections with the more advanced economies 

(demand for tourism) 
•  Rather positive external socio-economic conditions: 

funding (remittances), innovation spreading, greening of 
the policies (CAP)  
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“Greening” of  rural development  
policies 

New trends in marketing of food and, in general, 
products and services from rural areas 

Localism; short value 
chain (C footprint) 

Solidarity 
(public goods) 

Health 

Some examples: 
•  Farmers market (O.F. also) 
•  Purchasing solidarity groups (O.F. and F.T. also)  
•  Shops and markets selling only local food (O.F. also) 
•  Fresh milk automatic dispensers (O.F. also) 
•  “pick up your… (berry)”,  “rent a tree… (nuts”), “buy an … 

(animal)” associated to  agro-tourism” (O.F. also) 

O.F.: organic food 
F.T.: fair trade products 

Also some 
contradictions 

LHOAS  
(Life Style Of Health 
and Sustainability) 

consumers 
" Specialities: e.g. high AV niches products  

" Complementary products & services: 
synergies with other products/services 
(tourism, recreation), i.e. with other 
economic operators 

2 alternative strategies 

Mass 

P&S 

Differentiation 

Multiple 
production 

- 

+ 

+ 
- 

Specialised  

P&S 

Main product development 
strategies 

2b. Specialities 
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Which marketing mix? 
-  Products: quality assurance, certification, 
packaging, links with a territory or/and a local tradition. 
-  Place: direct sales 
-  Price: selling systems 

-  Promotion: local association, e-marketing 

-  Political power 
-  Public support/participation 

4 Ps 

+ 

2P 

… getting back to the pine kernel case… 
specialities: organic-certified kernel (or from a protected area) 

Differentiation: certified chestnuts 
marron from Castel del Rio, marron from Mugello, chestnut from 
Monte Amiata, chestnut from Montella  

Marron from Mugello-Fano in Garfagnana 

Organic production (Reg. 2092/91 and IFOAM) 

Certification and labelling 
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Fairs, exhibitions, … 
Chestnut: networking 

… restoring old building … 
… research:   

•  diseases, cultivation, graft and 
crown care 
•  recovering of old chestnut 
orchards and transformation of 
chestnut coppice 
•  harvesting techniques 

…Sharing the experiences: a 
network of local municipalities 
(the Italian Associazione 
Nazionale Città del Castagno)  

…museums,  

New selling systems  

•  Direct sales: “Pick-up your chestnuts”: selling 
directly to the consumers the right to collect 
chestnut for a fixed rate or in relation to the 
weight of collected fruits 

•  “Adopt your own chesnut tree”: chestnuts 
picking and organised picnics under the chestnut 
tree  

Adopt a chestnut tree:
75 ! 
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New selling systems  

•  Direct sales: “Pick-up your chestnuts”: selling 
directly to the consumers the right to collect 
chestnut for a fixed rate or in relation to the 
weight of collected fruits 

•  “Adopt your own chesnut tree”: chestnuts 
picking and organised picnics under the chestnut 
tree  

•  e-business: 
–  B2B: fresh chestnuts, semi-finished products, … 
–  B2C: jams, dried nuts,…   

E-marketing 

Product development 

Dried soft chestnut 

Package for making 
the traditional 
castagnaccio cake 
(based on chestnut 
flour, pine seeds, 
raisins) 

. 

Sometimes good links with a local 
natural resources, but often: 
•  seasonality 
•  exogenous investment  
•  no relevant impacts on the local 
economy 
•  specialized use of the forest resources 
(limited multi-functionality)  
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Mass 

P&S 

Differentiation 

Multiple 
production 

- 

+ 

+ 
- 

Specialised  

P&S 

Complementary 
P&S 

Main product development 
strategies 

SMEs 

2c. Complementary  
 products and services 

A crucial role of networks 

“Network: a mode of organization that can be 
used by managers or entrepreneurs to position 
their firms in a stronger competitive stance” 

Network definition in relation to time and place 

a. Time: 
•  “Short-term” (opportunistic) network 
•  “Strategic” networks: long-term, purposeful arrangements 
among distinct but related organizations that allow those 
firms to gain or sustain competitive advantage vis-à-vis 
their competitors outside the network (Carlos Jarillo, 1988). 

b. Place 
•  Not territory-based networks (e.g. national association of 
beekeepers) 
•  Territory-based networks = networks among producers 
having a specific common territory (e.g. a valley, a 
municipality, a region)                                                                     
! new branch of marketing: territorial marketing.  
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… getting back to the 
pine kernel case… 

complementary 
products & services: 
offering the kernel 
within a larger set of 
products and services 

3. NTFP and rural  
development: territorial 
marketing 

(http://www.umbriadoc.com/eng/prodottotipico/generale/prodottotipicodoc_tartufo.htm)  

We sell the product, 
but also the  
associated history, 
monuments, events, 
farm tourism, … 

Willingness to 
cooperate 
among private 
operators 

Private/public 
partnership in 
promotion 

Networking,  
integration 

http://www.wanderhoteleuropa.com/it/wandern/angebot_05.html 

Törggelen holydays: few days- 
one week holidays (normally for 
aged persons) based on  
#  roasted fresh chestnut + 
#  walnut + 
#  new red wine tasting +  
#  speck and the meat  
organized in South Tyrol  
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Important steps 

•  Analysis (and reform) of the property rights 
regulation system 

•  Network analysis: value chain " 
•  The instruments to link actors 
•  Genus loci identification (imago product = 

brand of the territory) 
•  Set of products & programs 

Food-safety laws 

Mushroom laws 

Forest law 

National laws 

Property rights analysis 
An example: WEF regulations in Italy 

Abbreviation: O.G.=Official Gazzette; C.C.=civil  
code L.=Law; D.L.= Decree law; M.D.=Ministerial Decree; M.O.=Ministerial Ordinance; P.D.=Presidential Decree; R.D.=Royal Decree; R.L.=regional law 

Cassation Court,  
Sec.3 Sent. 0186, 29 April 1967:  

“WEFs are food”. 

L. 352/93  
“WEF law” 

P.D. 376/95 “WEF 
commercialization” 

L. 616/77 art. 66&69 
Regional competence 

L. 382/75 Regional order and 
public adm. organizing 

M.D. 686/96   
“Mycological inspector” 

M.D. 9-Oct-98  
O.G. n. 249, 24th-Oct-98 

“commercialization of dried 
WEFs” 

M.O. 3-Apr-02  
“health-care requisite for 

WEF com.” 

R.D. 3267/23  
“Forest law” 

R.D. 751/24 “customary right’ arrang.”   
R.D. 1484/24 “art. 26 R.D.751/24 mod.” 
R.D. 895/26 “art. 2 R.D. 751/24 respite” 
R.D. 332/28 “cust. right adjustment 

L. 1766/27  
“customary rights” R.L. 31/94  

“Local Cust. 
Right” 

R.L. 23/96  
“Regional WEF law” 

n. “Local Rules” 
(picking days, harvest 
[Kg/day], n°of permits) 

R.L. implementation within Province, “Mountain 
Community Authority”, Municipalities, “Common 

Estate” and Private Estate.  
Local picking 

licence 
Payment 
by the picker 

D.L. 155/97 “HACCP” 

L. 283/62 “code for 
alimentary production” 

D.L. 109/92 “labeling code” 

Art.820C.C.(legal natural fruits) 
Art.821 C.C. (buying “fruits”) 
Art 841 C.C. (real estate clo-
sure right) + all real rights 

Production 
areas 

Type of 
permit 

Growing rate 

The effects of a 
proper system of 
P.R. regulations 

>> TESSERINO VERDE 
Comunalie di Gotra, Buzzò, Albareto, Boschetto, Groppo, Tombeto e Montegroppo in Comune di Albareto. 

Verranno rilasciati tesserini di colore verde con le seguenti caratteristiche: 

* giornaliero (valido per il giorno indicato nel tesserino) : 

costo: Euro 15,00 per i non residenti in Comune di Albareto; Euro 6,00 per i residenti nel Comune di 
Albareto nonché per i proprietari, ed affittuari con contratto almeno annuale, di seconde case nelle 
frazioni delle Comunalie ; 

* semestrale (valido comunque non oltre il 15.11.2003): 

costo: Euro 150,00 per i non residenti nei Comuni di Albareto Euro 67,00 per i residenti nel Comune di 
Albereto nonché per i proprietari, ed affittuari con contratto almeno annuale, di seconde case nelle 
frazioni delle Comunalie 

Modalità di accesso: i tesserini saranno vidimati , nel punto di vendita, con il timbro della Comunalia di 
accesso, da personale incaricato dal Consiglio di Amministrazione. 

Tale tesserino darà diritto all’accesso ad un’unica Comunalia, pur consentendo di percorrere a piedi e di 
esercitare la raccolta nel territorio di tutte le Comunalie facenti parte dell’area B) . 

In considerazione dell’antica consuetudine di reciprocità fra le Comunalie confinanti di S.Vincenzo-Rovinaglia 
in Comune di Borgotaro e Gotra, Buzzò e Albareto in Comune di Albareto è consentito agli utenti lo 
sconfinamento; 

Per evitare un eccesso di carico giornaliero di cercatori con effetti negativi sulla capacità di rigenerazione 
dell’ecosistema, viene stabilito un numero massimo giornaliero di persone a cui consentire l’accesso come a 
seguito specificato: 

Comunalie di Gotra e Buzzò n.100 
Comunalia di Albareto n.700 
Comunalie di Boschetto e Tombeto n.120 
Comunalia di Groppo n.100 
Comunalia di Montegroppo n.200 

Giorni e orario di raccolta : martedì, sabato e domenica; la raccolta può essere effettuata a partire da un’ora 
prima della levata del sole, mentre l’uscita dall’area B) deve avvenire entro e non oltre le ore 15. 

Quantitativi: non oltre 3 Kg . 

Daily permit: 15 Euro 
(for 3 kg max) 
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Comunalia  
(Forest owners) 

Local professional 
harvesters 

Local restaurants, 
tourism farms 

Buyers 

Processors   
(local enterprises) 

Importers 

Retailers  
(family shops, 

laboratory-shop)  

Foreign suppliers 

Local public 
authorities 

“Fungo di Borgotaro” 
Consortium 

Tourism 
agencies 

Other local producers 
and services suppliers  

Forest 
owners 

Institutional border  

Mushroom from abroad or other Italian sourcing areas 

Available local mushroom production (free of own consumption) 

Tourists 

Marketing and intermediaries 

Local suppliers 

End users 

Network analysis  
The example Borgotaro Network Enterprises: 62 (in 2008); > 100 in 2011 

15  Agritourisms/ Farm businesses 
12  Hotels/Guest quarters 
8  Bed&Breakfasts/Inns/Hostels 
9  Cheese, sausage and wine growing and producing factories  
2  Didactic farms 
3  Museums/Private collections 
30  Restaurants/Porterhouses 
26  Typical products sellers 

The instruments of the links:  
the “road concept” (trail, path, tracks…) 

A linkage is needed among the imago product (or the 
main product) and the associated products and services of 
the same area 

The “road concept” (i.e. trails, roads, itineraries or 
pathways) is a very common tool for linking various 
products and services across a territory 

physical, organizational link 
Cultural link 

Road, trail, path… the tools for connecting different 
economic actors 

Google search hits 

Strada della castagna Chestnut road 35,200 

Strada del tartufo Trufle road 361,000 

Strada del fungo Mushroom road 265,000 

Strada del porcino Porcino road 58,900 

Strada del marrone Marron road 78,400 
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“Alberghi diffusi” (hotel distributed in a 
village, rural community) network  

http://www.alberghidiffusi.it/en 

Other elements for a territorial marketing 
strategy based on forest resources 

•  Genus loci  identification (competitive advantage and 
“brand” of the region-territory) 
 " NWFP are frequently used in branding 

A NTFP as imago product 
for presenting a territory 

•  Traditional local products 
•  “Green” products 
•  “Slow food” culture 
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Other elements for a territorial marketing 
strategy based on forest resources 

•  Genus loci  identification (competitive advantage and 
“brand” of the region-territory) 
 " NWFP are frequently used in branding 

•  Product(s) =   activities (a concert in the forest, an organized visit, …) + 
                      services (B&B, restaurants, transport, …) + 

        communication 
•  Program: a set of 

–  “ordinary”, day-by-day (week-by-week) activities  +  
–  Large single events  (night walk in a forest, concert, fresh musroom 

exibition, …) 

A  systemic approach: large 
unique events + weekly events 
-  morning/afternoon/night 
-  with/without payment 
-  different clients (children, 

adults, retired person, …) 

A walk in the forest with an herbalist 

A play in the forest with the mushrooms 

Nordic walking in the forest 

Conclusions 

A key element a of success: a well 
established cooperation between 
private (profit and non profit) and 
public agents. 
Public agents as pro-active partners, 
not as the the policemen to protect 
the natural resources 
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Two components of the most advanced form of 
networks: 
-  A (contractual) coordination among economic 
agents for the supply of products and services to 
increase profit and/or stability (a market share) 
-  A mutual trust:  

 ! input = social capital  
 " output = not only market products are supplied  
      but also “relational goods” 

A proper relationship between State and private 
sector: 
“The State when it is needed, 
The market whenever possible” 

For successful marketing in marginal 
economic areas and with seasonal 
activities,  
a key factor is cooperation  

Questions? 


